STINGHER CABIN RIBS
...In Pursuit of Perfection!

ABOUT STINGHER
TURNING YOUR DREAMS INTO REALITY
Stingher Ribs are luxury hand-crafted boats, made by
professionals in both the United Kingdom and Italy. They are
the creation of Giuseppe Risolo who is the chief designer of
the world-renowned ‘Risolo’ design studio.
Every boat is hand-laid at the factory in Italy by a dedicated
team of GRP experts prior to the tubes being fitted. It is then
shipped to Southampton, to be Custom built to match the
exact requirements of the customer.

MAIN DEALER
MRL
Southampton Dry Stack
Drivers Wharf
146 Millbank Street
Southampton
SO14 5QN
Tel: +44 (0)23 8033 5333
Email: sales@mrl-uk.com
www.mrl-uk.com

We are often asked why we personalise each product so
much instead of providing a very standardised product. The
answer is simple to us. We believe this is one of the best
quality and highly finished Ribs on the market and that is what
the Stingher customer wants. To see high-quality and
personality in every line and fitting.
By taking a well-designed hull and coupling it with
market-leading tubes, we gather the best of British
craftsmanship upon the boat’s arrival in the UK. We believe
that by sending it through our Custom division, so that it truly
fits your needs, we can turn your dreams into reality.

SUB DEALER

CABIN RIB
9 METRE

Stingher 9m Cabin Rib

Stingher 43’ Cabin Inboard

The Stingher 9 metre cabin Rib was first launched at the 2010
Genoa Boat show in Italy and was an immediate success with
both the public and the marine press. It has still remained as
popular today as when it was first launched, a true leader in the
cabin Rib market.

Stingher presents its very latest Cabin Rib the 43’. The result of
over two years development, it comes exceptionally well
appointed and is available in either outboard or inboard
versions.
It comes with a full height cabin with double bed, bathroom with
toilet, sink and shower, cooker, fridge, twin 360 litre fuel tanks,
moulded Bimini Sun top, electric windlass, shore power,
flexi-teek decking, swimming platform, boarding ladder, LED
deck, cabin and underwater lights, navigational equipment,
music system, plus a full choice of tube materials and
upholstery cloths.

As you look at the specification and build quality it is clear to
see why it continues to sell so well.
Here at Stingher UK we offer a Bespoke Custom design
service, not available at any other Stingher dealer in Europe.
This design service delivers a choice of tube colours, both
single and duotone. Along with over 100 different upholstery
cloths there is Flexiteek decking, Bimini, GPS and electronics,
custom designed music system which can be controlled by
bluetooth, single or twin engines, LED deck and cabin lights, full
height head with sea toilet and shower, electric windlass, gas
cooker, electric fridge, and sink.

Once again this superb specification is only available at Stingher
UK through our Bespoke Custom design department.

9m Double Berth

43’ Helm Position

The 9 metre cabin has a full size double berth cabin, which
incorporates a dining table.

The stern of the Rib has a generous U shaped dining area with
detachable table/infill for rear sunbed. It is also fitted with a
Bimini which enables you to eat in full shade on hot days, and
also gives sun protection to the helmsman and rear passengers
whilst cruising.

Custom Design

Stingher Custom Design was created with the latest in
design, technology, and high quality materials to custom
build you an individual Stingher. It is available exclusively
from MRL.

The hull performance is exemplary. A true deep V that has
excellent handling, is very dry, and gives a soft ride with no
slamming. It enables the Rib to cruise along very comfortably at
30-35 knots with a top speed of 49 knots, depending on sea
conditions. With a 330 litre stainless steel fuel tank, cruising
across the Channel for lunch or spending a weekend away
becomes a reality.

In Pursuit of Perfection

We are always looking for new products that are cutting
edge to ensure that Stingher is at the forefront of design
and innovation. We are leaders, not laggards, and we
aim to give the customer the best products available to
enhance their Stingher experience.
Perfection is impossible, but the pursuit of it is
worthwhile.
In Pursuit of Perfection.... Stingher Ribs!

As with all Stingher models the high performance hull is a true
deep V, which is exceptionally dry with excellent handling. This
is a true cruising Sports Cabin Rib, capable of over 50 knots
and easily cruising at 35 knots depending on sea conditions.
The Stingher 43’, whether being used socially, cruising or as a
Super Yacht tender, it supplies the perfect solution in a
spacious and luxurious environment.

The bow comes with a full set of cushions to maximise your
bathing options when taking full advantage of good weather
conditions.

The Stingher 9 metre Cabin Rib is a first for Stingher, and a first
in its class.

CABIN RIB
43’

Every Stingher Custom model is built to satisfy the
demands of the most discerning customer that will not
accept compromises. We listen to our customers and
deliver their needs.

9m Head with Shower

43’ Luxury Head With Shower

We are not complacent, and continue to invest in
research and development, always looking for
improvements to deliver you what we consider to be one
of the most desirable Ribs on the market. With attention
to detail, quality of equipment, superb interior planning,
along with personal customisation, Stingher Custom
always delivers the very best.
With all Stingher Custom Ribs quality comes as
standard, yet everyone is different and design is a matter
of personal taste. We understand that a ‘one size fits all’
rule simply doesn’t apply when it comes to designing
your perfect Rib. That’s a why we listen, then give our
customers the ability to design their boat to suit their
individual requirements.
Using a wide range of quality products we deliver the
highest levels of workmanship to create your perfect
custom-made Rib.

